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TOOL INCLUDING ADJUSTABLE HANDLE 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application is a continuation of patent appli 
cation Ser. No. 10/635,104, ?led Aug. 6, 2003, entitled 
TOOL INCLUDING ADJUSTABLE HANDLE, the disclo 
sure of Which is incorporated herein by reference in its 
entirety. 

BACKGROUND 

[0002] The present invention relates to tools, and in par 
ticular relates to a tool having an adjustable handle adapted 
for positioning in different orientations for comfort, func 
tion, preference and ergonomics (to prevent stress and pain). 
The illustrated tools are hand tools such as for gardening and 
yard Work, but the present inventive concepts are not 
believed to be limited to only such uses and tools. 

[0003] Serious gardeners, landscapers, and outdoor yard 
Workers Want hand tools that are comfortable. They also 
Want tools that are adjustable for individual preferences and 
for multiple functions, and further that are ergonomically 
designed to minimiZe stress and injury to arms, Wrists, and 
hands. Many hand tools are not designed this Way. For 
example, most hand troWels, cultivators and transplanters 
for gardening are designed so that the blade is in line With 
the handle. As a result, the Worker must aWkWardly bend 
his/her Wrist and raise his/her elboW and upper arm When 
driving the blade into the ground. This causes the user’s 
aWkWardly-bent Wrist and arm to position his/her bones, 
muscles, and tendons in a non-aligned and unnatural posi 
tion, Where the stress from using is unbalanced, poorly 
directed, and unhealthy. As a result, this can cause tendonitis 
and bursitis and can result in injury and pain in the arm, 
Wrist, and hand. According to The American College of 
Rheumatology, “The most common cause of tendonitis and 
bursitis includes injury . . . due to bad posture, or uses of the 

affected limb in an aWkWard position.” Compounding this 
problem is the fact that many handles are not ergonomically 
designed for grasping, but instead are designed using tradi 
tional cylinder shapes and siZes that are not easily grasped, 
are not optimally suited to assist in holding onto the tool 
When driving the head into the ground or When Wet, and are 
not designed for optimal ergonomic use. 

[0004] Though optimal alignment and positioning of the 
Wrist is important, the optimal handle position on a hand tool 
may vary for different users and/or for different jobs. HoW 
ever, it is not economical for the retailer to carry multiple 
versions of the same tool, nor for the homeoWner to pur 
chase a different tool for each job. Hence, it is desirable to 
provide a tool that can be adjusted to an optimal position to 
meet different user preferences, different user needs, and 
different jobs. 

[0005] Though adjustability is important, so is the ease of 
adjustment. Any adjustment should preferably be easily 
made, so that the user does not have to struggle to accom 
plish it. Further, the adjustment preferably should not require 
separate parts and pieces, since the parts and pieces can get 
lost. Also, the adjustment should be able to be done Without 
the need for other tools, and should not take much time, 
since the Worker Wants to get at his/her task, and not spend 
considerable “getting ready to get started” time. Another 
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problem With hand tools, particularly those used in garden 
ing and yard Work, is that the tools quickly become dirty and 
corroded, With dirt and debris being packed into crevices and 
clearances needed for alloWing the adjustment. 

[0006] In the past, adjustable tools have been designed 
With “extra-ordinary” measures and/or secondary safety 
features to ensure that the adjustment mechanism on the tool 
is not inadvertently actuated and adjusted While the tool is 
being used. For example, see the tWo exemplary adjustable 
tools disclosed in Exhibits A and B in the attached Infor 
mation Disclosure Statement, the tWo tools being made by 
a very Well knoWn, major tool manufacturer and sold 
through major retail stores in the United States, such that 
they are made by those skilled in the art of tool design, one 
tool of Which includes a raised ridge around an actuator 
button and the other of Which includes a raised actuator 
button. This appears to be in response to the belief that the 
adjustment mechanism could not be located Where the tool 
Was to be gripped (under the hand or ?ngers) in fear of the 
inadvertent actuation of the adjustment mechanism. HoW 
ever, by virtue of the “extraordinary” measures and/or safety 
features, adjustment (i.e. actuation of the adjustment mecha 
nism) on adjustable tools has been unnecessarily complex 
and/or cumbersome or located in a less preferred area from 
a use or design standpoint. Further, it has lead to unneces 
sary expense and cost on parts and components in the 
adjustment mechanisms of the adjustable tools. Improve 
ments are desired in adjustable tools having simpli?ed, 
more-easily actuated mechanisms . . . but that are unlikely 

to be inadvertently or accidentally actuated. 

[0007] It is potentially important to note a difference 
betWeen “tool handle applications” and “non-tool applica 
tions”, because “non-tool applications” typically do not have 
the same requirements, do not involve extended gripping, 
nor do they present the same environmental concerns, as 
“tool handle applications”. The reasons are many and varied. 
For example, “handled tools” (tools With a handle) are 
designed to be grasped for a period of time to perform a task 
Where “non-tools” are not. Also, stresses and forces on 
“handled tools” are potentially larger or subject to high 
loading peaks (and/or abuse by the user), since tools are 
speci?cally intended to do Work . . . such as by communi 

cating forces through the tool from an operator to the Work 
product. Further, inadvertent actuation of the adjustment 
mechanism in a “handled tool” is much more likely and 
potentially quite undesirable, since a user’s hand is often at 
or around the actuation button (i.e. the user is gripping the 
tool’s handle). This is not true for “non-tool applications”, 
Where a person adjusting the “non-tool” item is not likely (or 
at least much less likely) to have their hand around the 
“active” area Where the adjustment mechanism is located. It 
is noted that this distinction betWeen “tool handle applica 
tions” and “non-tool applications” is particularly empha 
siZed Where the “non-tool application” is intended for use in 
a clean environment or an environment Where stresses are 

substantially beloW that likely to be experienced in a tool or 
Where stresses are more predictable in siZe and direction. For 
this reason, I argue strongly that it is not proper to ignore 
(nor de-emphasiZe) the intended environment of a particular 
adjustable joint design. By Way of example, I note Chuang 
US. Pat. No. 5,265,969 Which discloses an angularly adjust 
able joint noted for use on a collapsible chair (see column 1, 
line 6). I also note Tung US. Pat. No. 6,364,562 Which 
discloses a tiltable sunshade (i.e., umbrella-like structure) 
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having a jointed support tube. I interpret these tWo patents 
as being examples of “non-tool applications”, Where the 
stresses and the intended environments are so different as to 
place them in a totally different class of goods, i.e., a class 
that is non-analogous. Further, in my opinion, they are not 
only non-analogous, they are not Within a scope of Where a 
person of ordinary skill, including those skilled in the art 
such as those Who designed the adjustable tools disclosed in 
Exhibits A and B in the attached Information Disclosure 
Statement, Would look to solutions for problems associated 
With design of a tool. Further, I Would argue that any 
“solutions” that they present are not applicable, because a 
different problem is being solved . . . due in large part to 
tools With handles being designed to be gripped for an 
extended period of time While performing a task, the dif 
ferent environment and different stress problems (and dif 
ferent likelihood of abuse) being presented. 

[0008] The tool industry is highly competitive, and 
accordingly, any tool design must be cost-competitive to 
manufacture and assemble, durable and long-lasting in use, 
and ergonomically designed for optimal user comfort for 
added appeal. 

[0009] Accordingly, a hand tool is desired solving the 
aforementioned problems, and having the aforementioned 
advantages. 

SUMMARY OF THE PRESENT INVENTION 

[0010] One aspect of the present invention includes an 
adjustable tool having a head, a handle connected to and 
adjustable relative to the head for adjustment around a pivot 
axis, and a button mounted on the handle. The button is 
con?gured to release and engage the head to alloW easy 
adjustment and securing of the head to the handle in at least 
tWo different positions. The outer surface on the handle 
de?nes a continuous shape and includes marginal surface 
material forming a button hole, and the button is positioned 
in the button hole and has an outer end surface not extending 
beyond the continued shape of the handle. By this arrange 
ment a user can grip the handle at or around the button 
Without fear of accidentally actuating the button 

[0011] It is an object of the present invention to provide an 
adjustable tool Where the button is positioned on the handle 
in an immediately accessible area, such as in an “active” 
area Where a person grips the handle, but Where the button 
and surrounding handle surface are con?gured and arranged 
so that, despite being in the “active” area, the button is not 
inadvertently depressed and actuated. It Was observed dur 
ing the development of the current invention that adjustment 
actuators on tool handles of prior art Were either not located 
Where the tool could be held (i.e. under hand or ?ngers) or 
Were raised or protected in such a Way that the handle Would 
not be grasped over the adjustment actuator. After initially 
limiting my design direction in the same Way, I eventually 
discovered during the development of the current invention 
that the premise on Which that Was done, to not inadvertently 
actuate the adjustment mechanism, Was incorrect. The cur 
rent invention takes into account that the contact surface 
area of a hand or ?nger(s) When a handle is gripped is greater 
than the surface area of the end of a ?nger. Thus, the current 
invention claims to be the ?rst to locate the adjustment 
actuator on a handle Where it can be gripped, by siZing the 
adjustment actuator on the handle great enough to be acti 
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vated by the end of a ?nger, but small enough not to be 
inadvertently actuated by the contact area of a hand or ?nger 
When gripping the handle. 

[0012] It is important to note that because of the Wide 
spread acceptance in the tool industry of the false past 
premise (i.e. the false premise that the actuator can not be 
placed in the gripping area), Applicant strongly believes that 
it is not proper to assume that one of ordinary skill in the art 
Would look outside of actuators for “tool handle applica 
tions” nor Would consider actuators of “non-tool applica 
tions”. Clear evidence of this is seen When vieWing prior art 
of “tool handle applications” With adjustment actuators, 
Where the present invention can not be found and in fact 
Where the prior art teaches aWay from the present invention 
by protecting, raising and locating actuators that go so far as 
to prevent gripping at the actuator. For example, We again 
refer to the tWo exemplary adjustable tools disclosed in 
Exhibits A and B in the attached Information Disclosure 
Statement, the tWo tools being made by a very Well knoWn, 
major tool manufacturer, and sold through major retail stores 
in the United States, such that they are made by those skilled 
in the art of tool design, one tool of Which includes a raised 
ridge around an actuator button and the other of Which 
includes a raised actuator button. Therefore, if the present 
invention can not be found among “tool handle applications” 
and if “tool handle applications” even teach aWay from the 
present invention that prevents gripping at the actuator, then 
it can be vieWed that the current invention is not obvious to 
one skilled in the art (one involved With the design of “tool 
handle applications” such as those Who designed the tools in 
Exhibits A and B in the attached Information Disclosure 

Statement). 
[0013] Concurrently, the location of the present button on 
the present handle is believed to be novel and patentable 
because it is located on the handle in an area that is meant 
to be gripped While the tool is in use. I spent signi?cant time 
trying to design aWay from this location and position, until 
I realiZed the advantages and usefulness at this location . . . 

and realiZed that it did not have to result in inadvertent 
and/or accidental release of the adjustment mechanism. I 
observed that existing adjustable tool handle designs 
re?ected my initial assumption that locating the button in an 
area to be gripped Would cause inadvertent adjustment of the 
tool. These existing designs all locate the adjustment actua 
tor aWay from Where the tool can be gripped and/ or prevent 
gripping at the actuator by disrupting the shape of the handle 
or raising it above the handle surface, Which teaches aWay 
from my invention. But What I discovered, and Which I claim 
to be novel, is that the contact surface area of the hand or 
?nger(s) When a handle is being gripped is signi?cantly 
more than the surface area of the end of a ?nger. Thus, I 
reasoned and tested to be true, that the button head area 
could be siZed to be activated by the end of a ?nger, but not 
be large enough to inadvertently be activated by the contact 
surface area of the hand or ?nger(s) When the tool is being 
gripped. Thus, I believe that my invention is the ?rst to 
locate the adjustment actuator on a handle Where it can be 
gripped, such as by siZing the adjustment actuator on the 
handle great enough to be actuated by the end of a ?nger, but 
small enough not to be actuated by the contact area of a hand 
or ?nger When gripping the handle. 

[0014] Another reason to not consider “non-tool applica 
tions” prior art is the contrasting functions and environments 
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of “tool handle applications” and “non-tool applications” 
Which obviously present different requirements. Designing 
tools With handles take into being gripped for extended 
periods of time and thus recognize the comfort to the users’ 
hands, Wrists and arm, Whereas those are not concerns When 
designing “non-tool” items. Also, tools are designed to do 
Work, such as prying, digging, and the like. Thus, there are 
signi?cant forces and stresses that the tools must Withstand 
as part of their environment. Contrastingly, non-tool envi 
ronments and applications do not have the same require 
ments, nor do they experience the same environmental 
concerns (such as the effect on a user’s hand, Wrist and arm) 
in terms of the effects of inadvertent actuation of the 
adjustment mechanism on an adjustable tool. 

[0015] Another aspect of the present invention includes a 
garden hand tool With an angular adjustable handle to 
provide for better ergonomic hand, Wrist and arm positions. 
Heads of conventional garden hand tools extend substan 
tially in-line With the handles. The present invention pro 
vides for the angular adjustment of the handle for the head 
to extend at a doWnWard angle (say 15° to 30°) Which puts 
the Wrist in a more natural position, thus providing a much 
better ergonomic condition and reducing stress on the Wrist, 
hand and arm. 

[0016] It is also an object of the present invention to 
provide a tool that is easily and readily adjustable, so that the 
tool’s Working end can be used for many different functions. 
For example, a tine can be arranged parallel a handle for use 
as a fork, or can be arranged at an angle to be useful by 
dragging as a cultivator. Also, for example, a troWel can be 
arranged parallel a handle for use as a shovel-like digger, or 
can be arranged at an angle for use as a V-hoe. Also, for 
example, a transplanter blade can be arranged parallel a 
handle for transplanting, or arranged at an angle for bulb 
planting. In each of these different uses, the handle can be 
positioned at an ergonomic angle to reduce stress on a user’s 
Wrist and forearm. 

[0017] These and other aspects, objects, and features of 
the present invention Will be understood and appreciated by 
those skilled in the art upon studying the folloWing speci 
?cation, claims, and appended draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

[0018] FIGS. 1-1B are perspective, plan, and side vieWs 
of a hand tool embodying the present invention, FIG. 1 
shoWing the handle adjusted to an approximate 30° angled 
position (solid lines), and shoWing various adjusted posi 
tions of the handle (in dashed lines); 

[0019] FIG. 2 is an exploded vieW of a kit including the 
handle of the tool of FIG. 1, and including three tool heads 
(including the tool head shoWn in FIG. 1); 

[0020] FIGS. 3-4 are side and plan vieWs of the tool head 
shoWn in FIG. 1; 

[0021] FIGS. 5-6 are fragmentary perspective vieWs of 
the handle-connecting end of the tool head of FIG. 3; 

[0022] FIG. 7-9 are top, side, and end vieWs of the handle 
internal structure of FIG. 1; 

[0023] FIG. 10 is a cross section taken along the line X-X 
in FIG. 7; 
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[0024] FIGS. 11 and 11A are left and right perspective 
vieWs of the tool-connecting end of the handle structure of 
FIG. 7; 

[0025] FIG. 12 is an exploded vieW of the handle, shoW 
ing the handle internal structure of FIG. 7 and also the 
sock-like resilient handle covering; 

[0026] FIGS. 13-14 are longitudinal and transverse cross 
sections taken through an assembly of the handle compo 
nents of FIG. 12, FIG. 14 being taken about midWay along 
the handle; 

[0027] FIGS. 15-19 are right perspective, left perspective, 
end, side, and top vieWs of the release button shoWn in FIG. 
2; 
[0028] FIGS. 20-21 are perspective vieWs shoWing an 
ergonomic best use (FIG. 20) and an ergonomically “less 
preferable” use (FIG. 21) of the present tool; 

[0029] FIGS. 22-24 are perspective, side, and plan vieWs 
of the second tool head shoWn in FIG. 2; 

[0030] FIGS. 25-27 are perspective, side, and plan vieWs 
of the third tool head shoWn in FIG. 2; and 

[0031] FIGS. 28-29 are perspective vieWs of the hand tool 
including the third tool head shoWn in FIG. 25, the tool head 
in FIG. 28 being adjusted to have tines oriented generally 
parallel the elongated handle but Where they are offset 
laterally from being aligned With the elongated handle (for 
jabbing and digging into the ground), and the tool head in 
FIG. 29 being adjusted to have its tines extend at an angle 
to the elongated handle but Where they are supported gen 
erally in line With an end of the elongated handle (for 
scratching, claWing and cultivating the ground). 

[0032] FIGS. 30-31 are side vieWs shoWing use of the tine 
in FIG. 28 as a fork (FIG. 30) to dig and as a dragged 
cultivator (FIG. 31); and 

[0033] FIGS. 32-33 are side vieWs shoWing use of the 
transplanter blade in FIG. 22 as a transplanter tool (FIG. 
32), or as a dragged cultivator (FIG. 33, solid lines) or as a 
bulb planter (FIG. 33, dashed lines). 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0034] A hand tool 30 (FIG. 1) includes a troWel/V-hoe 
tool head 31, and an angularly adjustable handle 32. The 
handle 32 comfortably receives a user’s hand, With the 
user’s thumb or fore?nger located at an adjustment mecha 
nism comprising a release button 33 With teeth thereon. The 
release button 33 is biased With a spring 34 (FIG. 2) and 
includes teeth 35 that inter-engage With teeth 36 on the tool 
head 31 to provide a positive latching mechanism to hold a 
selected angular position. A Water-impermeable resilient 
cover 37 covers the handle internal structure 38 and the 
release button 33 in a glove-like manner, preventing dirt 
from entering the button area to prevent jamming of the 
latching mechanism. Di?ferent tool heads can be provided, 
such as the illustrated transplanter/bulb planter tool head 
31A and the cultivator/ garden fork tool head 31B, to make 
a recon?gurable tool kit. 

[0035] The troWel/V-hoe tool head 31 (FIGS. 3-6) is 
preferably made of aluminum or similar durable material 
suitable for the intended use. The troWel/V-hoe tool head 31 
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includes a Working end 40 that is generally elongated, 
triangularly-shaped, and relatively ?at, but With a transverse 
cross section that is slightly dished. The Working end 40 has 
curvilinear edges 41 forming a point 42. Further, indicia 
such as depth markings 43 are formed into the Working end 
to facilitate its accurate use. The “front surface” (i.e. the 
surface having the depth markings 43) is referred to as the 
“active surface” herein, because it is the surface most 
actively used to carry dirt and material. Also, it is readily 
visible to a user, such as a gardener, While he/she is doing 
yard and outdoor Work. The relation of the plane of the 
active surface to the handle is very important. When this 
angle is about 30°, it aligns the bones in a user’s forearm 90 
so as to minimiZe and reduce stress on the user’s Wrist 91, 
When digging While Working on one’s hands and knees for 
doing yard Work. Surprisingly and unexpectedly, I have not 
found garden tools With this angle as de?ned. Angles other 
than 30° may be bene?cial for some yard Work/tasks, but 30° 
appears to Work best for digging, “jabbing”, and similar 
Work. 

[0036] The handle-connected end 44 includes a stem 45 
and a disk-shaped ?ange 46 With ?at sides that extend 
parallel the stem 45, and that de?ne a thickness. The 
disk-shaped ?ange 46 has a thickness and includes an 
arcuate edge ?ange 47 that comprises about 20%-25% of its 
thickness, a roW of teeth 36 that form about 50%-60% of the 
thickness along an outer edge on one side of the ?ange 46, 
and an arcuate channel 48 forming about 20%-25% of the 
thickness along an outer edge of the other side of the 
disk-shaped ?ange 46 opposite the teeth 36. The illustrated 
teeth 36 have an angled outer comer surface 49 so that the 
mating teeth 35 on the release button 33 do not have to move 
transversely as great of a distance in order to disengage the 
teeth 36. The illustrated teeth 36 are seven in number, 
although more or less can be used. In the illustrated teeth 36, 
one is located approximately at a center line of the tool head 
31, tWo teeth 36 are located above the center tooth and four 
teeth are formed beloW the center tooth. HoWever, it is 
contemplated that more or less teeth can be constructed, and 
further, that different shapes of teeth can be utiliZed. 

[0037] The handle internal structure 38 (FIGS. 7-10) 
includes a frame portion 51 With channels 52 formed therein 
to reduce a mass of the frame portion 51. Further, the 
channels 52 facilitate cooling and die-casting by eliminating 
large, thick sections of material. The handle portion 51 is 
designed for optimal ergonomics and includes a reduced 
section or circumferential recess 53 at its tool-engaging end 
for comfortably receiving a person’s thumb and ?rst ?nger. 
Further, an enlarged section 54 is located at the tool 
receiving end and includes an outWardly-extending surface 
leading to a ball-shaped end 55 of the handle internal 
structure 38. The ball-shaped end 55 includes a pair of 
space-apart ?anges 56 and 57 de?ning a cavity 58 therebe 
tWeen With the lip 59 extending around opposing ends of the 
cavity 58. The cavity 58 is shaped to receive the disk-shaped 
?ange 46 and includes holes 60 and 61 in ?anges 56 and 57 
that align With a hole 62 in the ?ange 46 for receiving a pivot 
pin 64 (FIG. 2). When the tool head 31 is assembled to the 
handle internal structure 38 by the pivot pin 64, the lip 
sections 59' and 59" (FIG. 10) limit the angular adjustment 
of the handle on the tool head 31. A hole 66 is formed at the 
base of the ?ange 56 and extends transversely for receiving 
the release button 33. A second hole 67 is formed overlap 
ping With the hole 66 for receiving the spring 34 (FIG. 2) 
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(see FIG. 10). One or more recesses or channels 68 and/or 
68' are formed around the ?anges 56 and 57 outboard of the 
holes 60 and 61 for providing a lip along With the end 
surfaces on the ?anges 56 and 57 for more securely receiv 
ing the cover material of the cover 37 as described beloW. 

[0038] The cover 37 (FIG. 12) is a thick-textured ?exible 
cover (such as vinyl or PVC) having a varied thickness of 
about 0.03 inches to 0.180 inches Wall thickness. (It is noted 
that the cover is generally thinner around its button area.) 
The cover 37 is ?exible and con?gured to slip onto the 
handle’s internal structure 38 With a glove-like or sock-like 
motion. The cover 37 (FIG. 13) includes an annular lip 70 
With a tip 71 shaped to ?t into the channel 68 and further 
includes a ?exible tip 72 shaped to ?ex and be stretched tight 
against the outer surfaces of ?anges 56 and 57 (FIG. 12) and 
into channel 68' for good sealing to prevent dirt, debris, and 
moisture from entering the adjustment structure area. The 
cover 37 includes ribs 74 (FIG. 14) that engage the handle 
internal structure 38, such as in recesses 52 to orient the 
handle cover 37 in a particular rotational position. The 
handle cover 37 includes lines (formed by a recession or a 
protruding ridge) 76 (FIG. 12) that correspond to the button 
33. HoWever, the handle cover 37 is continuous and there is 
no break in the material around the button cover area 77. 

[0039] The release button 33 (FIGS. 15-19) (sometimes 
called a “latch member” herein) includes a button head 78 
With a top surface 79 that generally matches the recess 53 
formed around the tool-engaging end of the handle internal 
structure 38. HoWever, it is noted that the outer surface of 
button 33 does not have a circumferential radius, but instead 
is linear When vieWed from a side as shoWn in FIG. 18. This 
provides a little relief above the button 33 relative to a user’s 
hand, Which helps prevent inadvertent pres sure on the button 
33, Which could cause inadvertent release of teeth 35 from 
teeth 36. The release button 33 further includes a shaft 80 
shaped to ?t mateably Within the hole 66. A side of the shaft 
80 (FIG. 16) includes a channel 81 shaped to receive the 
spring 34, With the spring 34 being positioned in the hole 67 
at the same time as the release button 33 is positioned in the 
hole 66. A step 84 (FIG. 18) limits a depth that the release 
button 33 can be depressed by engagement of the step 84 and 
compressed spring 34 With a bottom of the hole 66 in the 
handle internal structure 38. As shoWn in FIG. 18, the 
release button 33 includes teeth 35 With an angled surface 86 
formed by a cutaWay comer. The angled surface 86 corre 
sponds With the angled surface 49 on the teeth 36 to reduce 
a distance that the release button 33 must be moved to 
release the teeth 35 from the teeth 36. Three teeth 35 are 
shoWn on the release button 33, hoWever, more or less teeth 
can be used. Further, it is contemplated that other engage 
ment and latching mechanisms can be used such as undu 
lating or roughened surfaces, saW-teeth-type arrangements, 
pin-to-hole arrangements, and the like. 

[0040] The location of the button 33 is believed to be 
novel and patentable because it is located on the handle 32 
in a forWard area that is meant to be gripped While the tool 
is in use, and located in the recess 52 at a “grip location” 
formed by the con?gured outer surface of the handle meant 
for ergonomically receiving a person’s hand. (See FIGS. 
20-21, 30-33.) As noted above, I spent signi?cant time trying 
to design aWay from this location and position, until I 
realiZed the advantages and usefulness at this location . . . 

and realiZed that it did not have to result in inadvertent 
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and/or accidental release of the adjustment mechanism. It 
should be noted that the present position of the actuator 
(button) does not limit the positioning of the actuator to any 
location Within the gripping area Within the scope of the 
current invention. 

[0041] To assemble the present construction, the release 
button 33 and spring 34 are arranged Within the handle 
internal structure 38 and depressed su?iciently enough to 
alloW the tool head 31 to be positioned. Thereafter, the pivot 
pin 64 is engaged in the holes 60, 62, and 61. If desired, the 
pivot pin can be frictionally, permanently press-?t into 
position. Alternatively, it is contemplated that the pin 64 can 
be made removable such as by providing a threaded end and 
screWdriver-receiving head. Thereafter, the cover 37 is 
pulled onto the handle internal structure 38, With the lip 
70/71/72 being pulled into position on the enlarged section 
54/56/57. This assembly alloWs manufactures an optimal 
sequence Where one handle can be assembled to any one of 
several different tool heads, thus reducing inventory. 

[0042] In use, an operator can press on the button cover 
area 77, Which is aligned With the release button 33 to 
depress the release button and cause the teeth 35 on the 
release button to disengage from the teeth 36 on the tool 
head 31. This alloWs the tool head 31 to be angularly 
adjusted about pivot pin 64 until the ends of the channel 48 
engage mating portions of the release button 33 to limit 
angular position. As shoWn in FIGS. 1 and 1B, the illus 
trated hand tool 30 is angularly adjustable betWeen six 
different positions, one being a centered position, three 
being above center at 15° increments, and tWo being beloW 
center at 15° increments. It is contemplated that the different 
positions may be equal angular spacings or can be different 
spacings such as at particularly ergonomic positions for 
speci?c tasks. For example, note FIG. 20 Where the tool 
head 31 is adjusted to an angle of about 30° relative to the 
handle 32, in Which case, the bones in the user’s forearm 90 
is generally aligned With the tool head 31 for reducing stress 
on the user’s Wrist 91. As shoWn in FIG. 21, a linear 
arrangement Where the tool head 31 is aligned With the 
handle may not position the Wrist 91 at an acceptably 
straight position. On the other hand, if the tool 30 is being 
used to pry, the arrangement in FIG. 21 may be acceptable. 

[0043] A transplanter/bulb planter tool head 31A (FIGS. 2 
and 22-24) is not totally dissimilar to the troWel/V-hoe head 
31. HoWever, the transplanter/bulb planter tool head 31B 
includes a narroWer, longer body, and a relatively sharper 
tip. Further, the tool 31A (FIG. 22) includes a serrated edge 
95, Which is useful for cutting roots and small branches, or 
for outlining ?oWer beds. Other optimal shapes of the tool 
head can be constructed for shoveling and digging in dif 
ferent soils. The illustrated tool head 31A is particularly 
useful for planting bulbs because of the inch-depth mark 
ings, Which alloW the user to easily see a digging depth 
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(FIG. 33). Also, the angularly-adjustable handle alloWs for 
a more natural hand position to be selected. 

[0044] A cultivator/garden fork tool head 31B (FIGS. 2 
and 25-27) includes a stem 100 leading to three tines 101. 
Each tine 101 includes a root section 102 that extends from 
the stem 100 in generally a same vertical plane as the stem 
100. The outer end 103 of each tine extends at about a 
35°-45° angle to the root section 102. (See FIG. 26.) By 
adjusting the angle of the handle, the tines 101 can be 
positioned at different angles optimally suited for different 
uses. In particular, in the adjustment shoWn in FIGS. 28 and 
30, the tine outer ends 103 extend generally parallel the 
handle internal structure 38 (see lines 106 and 107), but the 
outer ends 103 of tines 101 are offset from the handle 32B. 
This creates an optimal ergonomic condition Well-suited to 
alloW a user to dig into and lift the soil With minimal stress 
to the tendons and muscle in a user’s Wrist and forearm. It 
is noted that all of the outer ends 103 of tines 101 are located 
in the same plane, and further they include a pointed tip 
facilitating the jabbing and digging action. Contrastingly, by 
adjusting the tines 101 in an opposite direction (FIGS. 29 
and 31), the outer ends 103 of tines 101 can be positioned 
at an angle to the handle internal structure 38. This lets the 
user ergonomically use the tool to scratch, claW, and culti 
vate soil. 

[0045] It is to be understood that variations and modi? 
cations can be made on the aforementioned structure Without 
departing from the concepts of the present invention, and 
further it is to be understood that such concepts are intended 
to be covered by the folloWing claims unless these claims by 
their language expressly state otherWise. 

I claim: 
1. An adjustable tool comprising: 

a head; 

a handle connected to and adjustable relative to the head 
for adjustment around a pivot axis; and 

a button mounted on the handle and con?gured to release 
and engage the head alloWing adjustment and securing 
of the head to the handle in at least tWo different 
positions, the outer surface on the handle de?ning a 
continuous shape and including marginal surface mate 
rial forrning a button hole, the button being positioned 
in the button hole and having an outer end surface not 
extending beyond the continued shape of the handle, 
Whereby a user can grip the handle at or around the 
button Without fear of accidentally actuating the button. 

2. The adjustable tool de?ned in claim 1, Wherein the 
handle includes a section Where the outer surface is geo 
metrically con?gured to receive a user’s hand, the button 
being located in the section. 

* * * * * 


